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chaos theory is a branch of
mathematics that deals with the
behavior of systems that are
sensitive to initial conditions, and
how their behavior can sometimes
be unpredictable. gleick uses the
word chaos to describe the
behavior of physical systems such
as fluids and gases, as well as
systems like brains that are
sensitive to initial conditions.
gleicks book is an attempt to
explain the origins of and the
future of chaos. chaos theory is the
study of complex systems, which
are systems that are so complex
that they are very difficult to
predict. gleick draws a direct
analogy between the behavior of
the ocean and the behavior of the
human brain. both systems seem
to be made up of little,
independent parts that all work in
perfect harmony. however, if one
of those little parts changes, the
whole system can go out of
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balance, and the behavior of the
whole can become unpredictable.
gleick uses the metaphor of waves
to explain the mathematical theory
of chaos. the more excited a wave
becomes, the faster it travels, and
the higher it rises. when the wave
is at its peak, it can crash down
upon the shore, and it is impossible
to predict where the next wave will
come from or what it will do. a
theory of chaos is a mathematical
model that describes how a chaotic
system behaves. gleick uses a
computer program to create a
model for the behavior of a
healthy, adult human brain. he
then studies the brain to see how it
works. from this research he
concludes that a healthy human
brain is more like the ocean than
like a clock. unlike the clock, the
brain has a different number of
parts that all work in perfect
harmony.
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gleick gives us a new lexicon of
what it means to be human and

what it means to be intelligent. he
is one of the world s leading writers

on science and civilization and is
the author of the bestselling books

genius: the life and science of
richard feynman and isaac newton,

the basis of the pbs nova series
isaac newton. his latest book is the
information: a history, a theory, a

flood. gleick is one of the most
erudite and impassioned writers

about science in the english
language. his work has been

translated into 26 languages and
his books have sold more than 10
million copies. his books include:

genius: the life and science of
richard feynman, isaac newton,

chaos: making a new science, the
information: a history, a theory, a

flood, and why does e.p.a. listen to
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greenhouse gases? the book is a
call to arms for a new digital

society, one that is inclusive and
interdependent. a useful

introduction to information theory,
gleick lays out the chaos theory,
the body of work that might be

called the science of complexity.
the first half of the book looks at
the limits of information theory,
particularly in the context of the

digital age. gleick shows how
digital information makes possible
innovation and economic growth,

but also how new technologies are
creating new problems of their

own. the second half of the book
looks at how society can cope with

the accumulation of knowledge.
gleick shows how the fluid nature

of information can be harnessed to
make a more inclusive,

interdependent, and efficient
society. 5ec8ef588b
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